
CHÂTILLON-EN-DIOIS
LES NONIÈRES

Drôme

European Cultural Route
SUR LES PAS DES HUGUENOTS

11,3 km 1 151 m

4h30 852 m

HIKING GUIDE

Tourist Office Châtillon-en-Diois : 04 75 21 10 07

Services at the beginning and at the end of each stage

Les NonièresChâtillon-en-Diois
Hotel • 

Bed and Breakfast • 
Taxi on request

Hotel • Camping • Bed and Breakfast 
• Restaurant • All shops • Post office 

• Supply • Bank/cash dispenser • 
Bus stop • Taxi on request

Châtillon-en-Diois was founded 
during the Gallo-Roman, but 
it was then situated on flat 
ground, approximately 1 km 
from the West of the current 
village. Afterwards, the repetitive 
invasions of ‘barbarians’, the 
rivalries and the confronta-
tions between feudal lords 
motivated the inhabitants 
to leave their residences of 
plain and to settle down on 
a peak easier to defend. We 
have no documents of this 
period but at the beginning 
of the 13th century, the inha-
bitants are grouped around 
the rock of the castle. They 
are approximately 1200 and 
are grouped in the highest 
part of the current old town, 
protected by a rampart which 
began construction in 1242. 
They live relatively well from 
agricultural crops and livestock. 
They are free people, the re-
lationship with their Lord is 
based on a charter which settles 
the rights and duties of each. 
The community is administered 
by an assembly of elected no-
tables, consuls and delegates, a 
cutting-edge City Council. The 
charter was renewed by the suc-
cessive Lords, the bishops of Die 
from 1321 until the Revolution.
However, the end of the middle 
ages was a difficult period. 
Châtillon-en-Diois faced bad 
harvests, the plague and the pas-
sage of irregular soldiers during 
the Hundred Years’ War. So the 
reconstruction of the ramparts was 
decided in 1379, the perimeter of 
this new rampart corresponds to 
the current old town. After these 
painful events, the village prospers 
again. It becomes a fortified town 
controlling the trade with Trièves 
and begins to extend beyond its 
walls.

In 1551, the bishop of Die worries 
about the progress of the reformation 
in the Diois, and multiplies the visits 
in its diocese. In 1561, the Protestants 
were numerous enough to found a church. 
Because of its strategic position on 
the road of Trièves, Châtillon-en-Diois 
will be the object of fights between 
Catholics and Protestants during 
the religious wars which began in 
1562. The castle and the villages’ 
bulwarks were destroyed in 1573 by 
the order of the catholic governor of 
Dauphiné, but the village will stay 
in the hands of the Protestant party 
from 1578 until the signature of the 
Edict of Nantes in 1598. From then 
on, the municipality takes care of 
expenses of both places of worship 
and a temple was built. 
At the revocation of the Edict of 
Nantes many Protestants exiled 
themselves. However, two years 
after the revocation there were still 
177 Protestant families, the “New 
converts”, more than half of the 
inhabitants of the village. And, re-
markably, catholics and protestants 
live together side by side being 
members of the Chatillon commu-
nity above all. At the Revolution, 
the temple destroyed in 1683, is 
reconstructed on the same place, at 
the expense of the municipality, for 
purposes of equity because it also 
had contributed to build the current 
church in 1688
The creation of the road from Die 
to Chatillon began at the end of the 
19th century and its continuation of 
the road avoided the village. From 
that time, all the commercial activities 
were developed on this new route 
and the old town was a little abandoned, 
which had for compensation its 
conservation.
You can see, the square of Reviron, the 
City hall, the Temple, the Church 
and the tower of Clock, but especially 
stroll in the alleys of the old town, 
very lively in summer.
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The villages of Ravel and Ferriers 
are situated in a coomb in 1100m 
height, at 3 hours by foot from Châtillon 
by the GR 94 (or 20 min by car). 
They were almost completely Protestant 
from the reformation and nobody 
left at the Revocation. As there 
was no existing catholic church in 
place, the Bishop of Die required 
that the inhabitants participate in 
the construction of a chapel which 
remained almost unused until the 

Revolution, then it was attributed to 
the Reformed Church and became 
the current temple. The place is ma-
gnificent, with a view on Dévoluy, 
Jocou and the crests at the East of 
the Drôme river. Free visit of the 
temple. Documentation posted on 
the spot.

Free visit of the temple. Docu-
mentation posted on the spot.

Sources : «Petite histoire de Châtillon-en- Diois » by Michel Truc.
«Guide pratique pour une visite du Village Médiéval de Chatillon en 
Diois» par Bernard Ravet, Tourist office of Châtillon-en-Diois

Project co-financed by the European Community under the LEADER program
www.surlespasdeshuguenots.eu/en/
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From the Reviron square (place du Reviron), head East to leave Châtillon-en-Diois. 
After 150m, make a left on the first little road (Chemin des Rossignols) that leads 
to the Giono Forest and becomes a dirt road. At the signpost for Parking Forêt de 
Giono cross the bridge on your right towards l’Adoux and follow the trail that 
climbs ahead (the trail is sometimes hidden by overgrown vegetation). Start the 
hike up in the underbrush on a pleasant trail. This trail cuts across the forest road 
3 times before reaching an intersection with a signpost for Les Adrets and the Col 
de Gorodel (1095m).  

Follow the trail for the Balcons de Glandasse (on your left). The path is well 
marked and starts out as a forest road before becoming a pleasant hike along a 
balcony (head to your left, towards Archiane).

At the intersection with a signpost for Ravin de Barri take the zigzagging path 
down towards the hamlet of Menée. Signpost. Pass by the village on the departmental 
road RD120 and head towards the Col de Menée. Once having left the village, 
take a small road on the left towards the hamlet of Bénevise (1020m), which is 
indicated by a signpost, and then a trail on the right between two houses. Once in 
Bénevise (beautiful view of the Haut-Diois), follow the departmental road RD515 
for 800m.

At the signpost for Liodeve, make a right on a path that heads down on the 
departmental road RD120. At the cemetery, climb up left for 70m and take the 
path on your left that heads up to the hamlet of Nonières (860m, indicated by 
a signpost).

 This portion of the trail ends in the village of Les Nonières.
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Les Aiguilles de Bénevise

Marking :

The hiking trails GR® and the country hiking trails GRP®, marked out by white-red and/or yellow-red markings, are created by the 
FFRandonnée. They are protected in conformance with the intellectual property code and the markings are registered at the INPI. 
Nobody can use those markings without an express authorization. GR® hiking trails and GRP® country hiking trails are registered 
trademarks, as well as the white-red and yellow-red color markings. 


